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A return to conservative principles of bank liquidity and funding is an accepted
consequence of the 2008 bank crash. This is also enshrined under the “13 Principles” of sound liquidity management stated by the Basel Committee, so banks will
be required to adopt a specified funding model by regulatory fiat. However this
change, while resulting in more stable through-the-cycle bank funding, in itself presents other challenges in liquidity risk management. This includes the issue of a
bank’s derivatives funding policy.
Parts of this article first appeared in Professor Choudhry’s book
The Principles of Banking (John Wiley & Sons Ltd 2012) and are reproduced here with permission.

Derivatives funding policy
As part of sound liquidity management policy, all banks should have articulated funding policies in place for each of their business lines. These set out the liquidity and
funding treatment of each product type
within the businesses, including internal
funding rates (“FTP”), required tenor of

funding, and so on. The treatment of the
derivatives book can be particularly problematic. But if we stop using the misnomer “oﬀ-balance sheet”, and treat the funding requirement that arises out of derivatives business in exactly the same way we
should be treating the cash business, then
the issue regains clarity.
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In practice this means that banks that run

funding policy needs to incorporate an ap-

derivatives portfolios, generally the deriva-

propriate liquidity premium charge. This

tives dealers plus large users of deriva-

will apply to the net m-t-m value of all un-

tives, must treat the cash flow require-

collateralized derivatives on the balance

ments arising out of this business with the

sheet. By charging the right rate, the busi-

same discipline and liquidity risk principles

ness lines are incentivized to work towards

as they do any other business line. The di-

reducing uncollateralized business wher-

vergence in bank cost-of-funds (COF) from

ever possible.

Libor since 2008 confirms the importance
of valuing and risk managing derivatives using such an approach, in a way that recognizes the long term cash funding requirements of a derivatives portfolio (to fund collateral), and hence the bank’s term funding
rates.
First principles
Inter-bank derivatives trading takes place
under the CSA arrangement in the standard ISDA agreement. This means that
the mark-to-market value of each derivative contract is passed over as collateral,
usually in the form of cash but sometimes
in risk-free sovereign securities. However a
number of counterparties, such as corporates, sovereign authorities, sovereign debt
management oﬃces and central banks, do
not sign CSA agreements.
To incorporate the correct discipline with

Derivative Liabilities and Assets
Derivative liabilities correspond to what is
termed an overall expected negative exposure (ENE), the most basic example of
which is a deposit. A derivative asset corresponds to an overall expected positive exposure or EPE and at its simplest would be
a loan.
An appreciation of the terms of a derivatives funding policy requires an understanding of credit valuation adjustment (CVA),
debt value adjustment (DVA) and funding
value adjustment (FVA). Following existing
literature (for example, see Picault (2005)
and Gregory (2009)), under a set of simplifying assumptions we have:
CVA = EPE x PD x LGD
= EPE x Counterparty Credit Spread

regard to the liquidity eﬀects generated by

where EPE is expected positive earnings,

uncollateralized derivatives business, the

and PD and LGD are standard credit ana-
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lyst expressions for default probability and

spective however, the point is that the busi-

loss-given-default. More formally we write:

ness line’s net cash flow position in each
tenor bucket at month-end is going to be

T

CVA = (1 − R )∫ q(t )v(t )dt

charged (or receive) the relevant tenor

t =0

bank COF rate.

where R is the recovery rate, q is the prob-

Derivative portfolio maturity

ability density function of counterparty default and v is the value of the derivative
payoﬀ. In discrete time we write:
n

CVA = (1 − R )∑ qi vi
i =1

The tenor period to apply when applying
the correct funding cost to derivative book
cash flows can be the contractual maturity
of the derivative in question, but not necessarily so. An alternative approach is to split
the portfolio into tenor buckets commensurate with the tenors at which we wish to

where qi is the probability of default be-

fund the cash flows, with each bucket

tween times ti-1 and ti.

funded at the appropriate tenor COF.

DVA = ENE x Bank’s Credit Spread
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and
Funding Cost = (EPE + ENE) x Derivative
Funding Spread.
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In other words, the discounting to be ap-
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Figure 1 Derivatives funding curve as secured fund-

tenor bank funding cost.

ing COF

In general when applying derivatives funding policy we assume no netting arrangements are in place, but in practice these
are quite common and will have an impact
on the bank’s collateral funding position in
the event of default. From a funding per-

Placing the derivative portfolio cash flows
into appropriate term tenor buckets is a
logical position on which to base how we
choose to fund these cash flows. In practice, the derivative valuation model itself
can be used to produce this tenor bucket
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breakdown, in the form of a “funding risk

Funding value adjustment is as important

per basis point” (FR01) delta ladder. Using

in derivative pricing as CVA, if not more so,

this model output removes the need for a

and a vital part of an eﬀective derivatives

subjective analysis of the maturity profile

funding policy. When incorporating CVA,

of the portfolio. In other words, the matur-

FVA and where desired the cost of associ-

ity profile of the portfolio is given by the

ated regulatory capital (“CRC”) into a trans-

model output. The appropriate tenor TLP

action, we take a portfolio view with each

is charged on the amount in each bucket.

individual counterparty. FVA represents the
value adjustment made for the funding and

This is shown at the grid at Figure 2.

liquidity cost of undertaking a derivative
transaction.
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Figure 2 Uncollateralized derivatives net position
FTP pricing

transaction. Assume it is fully collateralized
with no threshold and daily cash collateral
postings. This means that on a daily basis
collateral is posted or received (MTM
value). The bank exhibiting negative MTM
borrows funds to post collateral at its unse-

In practice of course the profile is unlikely

cured COF, while collateral posted earns

to look like the one in Figure 2 (although it

interest at the OIS rate (Fed Funds, SONIA

might do). Rather, it is more likely to be all

or EONIA). This is an asymmetric arrange-

one way – either net long or short across

ment that impacts the pre-crash norm of

most if not all tenor buckets.

Libor-based discounting of the IRS, which

In summary, cash flows arising out of the
derivatives business, both contractual and
collateral, must be funded at the appropriate TLP COF for their tenor. This means
term funding a large part of the portfolio
cash flows.

was acceptable when the bank was funding at Libor or at the interbank swap curve.
But post-crash the higher bank COF
means that funding adds to the cost of
transacting the swap. The magnitude of
this cost is a function of [OIS% – COF%]
for the bank.

Funding valuation adjustment
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Figure 3 Customer IRS and hedging IRS

If we consider now a book of derivative

But not passing it on or adjusting the price

transactions, the funding cost for the coun-

for FVA means the derivatives business

terparty banks (“Banks A and B”) is a func-

line is not covering its costs correctly.

tion of the size of the net MTM for the entire portfolio. Therefore, exactly as with
CVA, to calculate the impact of the asymmetric funding cost we need to consider
the complete portfolio value with each
counterparty, as well as the terms of the
specific CSA. This means in practice that
when pricing the single swap, unless
Banks A and B have the same funding
costs – unlikely unless one is being very approximate – we see that the banks will not
agree on a price for the instrument, irrespective of their counterparty risk and
CVA.
That means a bank can choose to use FVA
for a profitability-type analysis only, not impacting swap MTM, or it can choose to
cover this cost in which case it will impact
swap valuation. The decision may depend
on the counterparty and the product /
trade type, or it can be a universal one.

The position is not markedly diﬀerent with
uncollateralized derivatives, generally ones
where one counterparty is a “customer”,
e.g.., a corporate that is using the swap to
hedge interest-rate risk. The bank providing the swap will hedge this exposure with
another bank, and this second swap will
be traded under a CSA. This is shown at
Figure 3.
The first swap has no collateral posting
flows, but the second one does. This is in
itself an asymmetric CSA position; moreover the second swap cost will include an
FVA element. The bank may wish to pass
on this FVA hedge cost into the customer
pricing, which means making the FVA adjustment to the swap price.
In both of the above illustrations, at any
time the transaction (or hedge transaction)
or portfolio MTM is negative, the bank will
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be borrowing cash to post as collateral.

The cost of funding a derivatives portfolio,

This borrowing is at the bank’s cost of

whether as a market maker or simply for

funds (COF), which we denote Libor + s

hedging purposes, is an important part of

where s is the funding spread. (Ignore spe-

the overall profitability of a bank and needs

cific tenor at this point). If we look at FVA

to be treated exactly as would the funding

intuitively, it is an actual cost borne by the

cost of a cash asset. FVA is one approach

derivatives desk (and therefore, the bank)

to measure funding cost. It can be passed

as part of maintaining the derivatives port-

on in customer pricing or the bank can

folio – no diﬀerent in cost terms than fund-

choose to wear it, but the business line still

ing the cash asset side of the balance

needs to be charged for it (exactly as with

sheet. So at the very least, a bank needs

cash asset funding).

to incorporate FVA into its derivatives business returns and profitability analysis. Ideally, the governance of FVA will be incorporated alongside all collateral management
functions, including CVA, and overseen by

The magnitude of FVA is a direct function
of a bank’s COF which fluctuates, and so it
is important for FVA to reflect current reality. By definition, banks with the highest

the bank’s Treasury/ALM function.

COF (highest s and lowest perceived credit

Conclusions

tage in this space.

Notwithstanding the strategic objective of
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